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BeefUp 2016: Making the most of the current
situation and positioning your business for the
future
Planning ahead was the theme of the Meat and Livestock Australia
(MLA) BeefUp Day held in Alice Springs on 28 July. Record prices
received at the local cattle sale, held on the same day after being
postponed due to good rain, reiterated the fact that the cattle industry
is in a strong position at present.
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Brad Seymour, Wally Klein, Billy Nelson and Chris Nott catch up

After a welcome by the Alice Springs Producer Industry Advisory
Committee (ASPIAC) Chair, the Managing Director of MLA, Richard
Norton, provided a market update and shared his vision on future
opportunities and challenges in the beef industry. Strong competition
can be expected from the likes of Brazil with a cattle herd of 220
million but Australia, and Central Australia in particular, are well
positioned to provide a high quality product. Richard said data
management, connectivity and animal welfare will have an even bigger
influence over time. The Program Manager for Animal Health and
Welfare, Jim Rothwell, updated attendants on progress in
development of a commercial product for chemical spaying. Other
presentations ranged from drone technology to resilient rural
businesses and keeping quality staff.
During the day MLA Managers provided feedback on research,
development and extension outcomes while producers identified
future research needs relevant to the Alice Springs region. (Continued
on page 2)
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These needs will be deliberated by ASPIAC together with DPIR staff to inform future research
priorities. For further information on the BeefUp day please contact the DPIR office in Alice
Springs.

From the Editor
Much has happened during the past quarter
with the Alice Springs Show and Beef
Breeders Dinner, conferences, workshops,
record prices at cattle sales, winter rain and
even two major elections, to mention a few
of the events.
The Northern Beef Research Update
Conference held in Rockhampton during
August provided a good indication of where
the industry is heading in terms of research,
development and adoption of new
technology. Some of the main themes at the Sarah and Craig Cook, and Barbara Bishop enjoyed the
conference revolved around nutrition and
Alice Springs BeefUp Day
phosphorus supplementation, pasture
management and legumes, genetic
improvement with gene marking, business management and animal health and welfare.
Remote technologies, including precision management, as well as animal behaviour studies
created much interest.
A panel discussion on improving the adoption rate of new technology did not provide a
solution, but delegates agreed that closer collaboration between research institutions,
producers, and service
providers is essential to move
the industry forward.
For further information on
the many topics reported on
in this newsletter please
contact the staff at AZRI.
Enjoy the read,
Pieter Conradie

Jocelyn Coventry, DPIR, Nicole Hayes, ASPIAC Chair, Belinda Copper, Joella
Klein at the BeefUp Day
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Rangeland Monitoring update
Gary Bastin, Manager - Rangeland Monitoring, Department of Land Resource Management
The Rangeland Monitoring Branch within the Department of Land Resource Management has
responsibility for assessing, monitoring and reporting on land condition across the NT pastoral
estate. There are four field teams of two people located across the NT; two teams in Alice
Springs, one in Katherine and one in the department’s Palmerston office. On-ground
assessments are complemented by remotely sensed analysis of the dynamics of vegetation
cover with two scientific staff delivering this component.
The two Alice Springs field teams will visit 22 pastoral leases this year—four in the Southern
Alice Springs Pastoral District, 13 in the Northern Alice Springs Pastoral District, two in the
Plenty District and three in the southern part of the Tennant Creek Pastoral District. As at
mid-August, 17 stations had been assessed.

Integrated monitoring program
The former Tier 1 monitoring program was upgraded in 2013 to provide more objective,
landscape-scale reporting of changes in land condition across the pastoral estate. It comprises
a network of ground-based sites, incorporating the existing Tier 1 sites where suitable, with
newly established ground sites to validate and inform satellite data and products.
New sites are established, where required, adjacent to Tier 1 sites to maintain consistency in
the photographic and data records. Where Tier 1 sites are not appropriate for inclusion in the
integrated monitoring program, sites continue to be photographed to expand the Tier 1 photo
archive.
The integrated monitoring program, like the previous Tier 1 system, is heavily reliant upon the
knowledge and experience of land managers to fully explain observed changes and gain
adequate understanding of landscape dynamics. The measured field data are also used to
better calibrate nationally-based products derived from Landsat data to the particular
requirements of the Northern Territory.

On-ground activity
During each station visit, monitoring staff:
1. Update infrastructure mapping based on discussions with the lessee / manager and
obvious changes noted while travelling around the station.
2. Relocate, photograph and assess existing Tier 1 sites. The assessment includes
estimated level of bare ground, pasture species composition based on ground cover,
evidence of woody thickening or erosion, and assigning a land condition class based on
regional Grazing Land Management guides or other available published material.
3. Establish new measured sites on, or adjacent to, Tier 1 sites as required. Data collected
at measured sites includes:
 ground cover by broad functional group (see photo). Categories include bare soil,
cryptogam, litter, annual and perennial grasses, and annual and perennial forbs. The
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contribution of dominant species in each group to vegetated ground cover is also
estimated
the cover of trees and shrubs. Woody basal area is also measured where trees and
shrubs are a significant component of the vegetation
estimated density of juvenile trees and shrubs where recruitment may lead to
woody thickening
assessment of past or continuing erosion by type (scalding, wind sheeting, water
sheeting, gullying) and severity (natural, slight, moderate, severe)
recent fire history where appropriate—time since burnt and fire intensity
additional contextual information such as the presence of any pest animals or
weeds, forage abundance and level of grazing
an assigned land condition class based on the above data and appropriate regional
land condition guides. Also important here is that the quantitative data collected at
future monitoring visits will allow us to reliably report change with regard to
seasonal conditions experienced.

A laser pointer mounted on a pole is used to measure groundcover components at 300 points
within one hectare at each measured site. Data are recorded using a tablet
4. Make visual assessments at other locations between fixed sites of the amount of bare
soil (as the converse of ground cover), species composition of the pasture, tree-grass
balance and any erosion. This information contributes to a more informed assessment
of the condition of the more productive land types across the station.
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Bare soil dynamics from satellite data
There is now national coverage of Landsat-derived fractional cover for all of Australia
extending back to 1988. The Department of Land Resource Management has a formal
agreement with the Queensland Government to adapt this product to best suit NT landscapes.
Scientific staff from the Queensland Government were the primary developers of this Landsat
product.
Each Landsat pixel is 30 square metres and can be ‘unmixed’ into fractional components of
photosynthetically active (green) vegetation, non-photosynthetic (dry) vegetation and bare
soil. Bare soil is the converse of green and dry vegetation. The two images on the following
page show how the amount of bare soil has decreased over a 10-year period in a paddock on
Old Man Plains Research Station. Such change is a product of seasonal variability (although
both years had below-average rainfall), altered grazing management, spread of buffel grass
and regeneration of witchetty bush (Acacia kempeana).
Imagery acquired in the latter part of each year is used for this type of analysis because it is
important to maintain adequate ground cover at this time to minimise erosion risk from
summer storms. The highly variable nature of rainfall in the southern NT also means that it is
necessary to carry dry feed, and associated ground cover, into the hotter months in case
summer rains fail.
Year-to-year change in the spatially-averaged level of bare soil on calcareous country within
the paddock is shown in the graph at the end of this article. Such time traces show the highly
dynamic nature of bare soil (conversely, vegetation cover) on sparsely timbered country in the
arid zone. The amount of bare soil can decline to low levels following very good rainfall (200001 and 2010) and appreciably increase in ensuing dry years. Separate to this example, the
amount of bare soil is also increased for several years where extensive wild fire follows such
wetter periods.
The graph also illustrates how spatially-averaged bare soil on the calcareous plains in No 1
Paddock has been at a lower level in recent years of variable rainfall than it was under similar
seasonal conditions 10 to 20 years ago.

Final word
Combining quantitative data collected at fixed monitoring sites, observations made at
additional points of interest and spatially complete information about ground-cover dynamics
provides a more informed assessment of land condition across each pastoral lease. These
information sources are interpreted with respect to the knowledge and experience of land
managers when compiling individual lease reports. The end-game for the department is to
objectively report to the Pastoral Land Board and Minister on land condition across the NT
pastoral estate at landscape and regional scales.
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Bare Soil – 2003

Bare Soil – 2013

No 1 Paddock on Old Man Plains Research Station

2013 photo of monitoring site in calcareous country,
No 1 Paddock (photo courtesy of Chris Materne, DPIR)

Change in remotely-sensed bare soil in No 1 Paddock, Old Man Plains Research Station, between October 2003 and October 2013. The black line work
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delineates open calcareous plains. Both years had below-average rainfall.
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Annual rainfall (below) and time traces (above) of the average level of bare soil for the calcareous
plains land type in No 1 Paddock, Old Man Plains Research Station (area = 15 sq km). Persistent
cloud or issues with the thematic mapper sensor on the Landsat satellite account for missing data in
the earlier years of the time trace. Rainfall is from the Alice Springs Airport. Median rainfall for Alice
Springs is also shown.
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Introducing Bushfires NT’s Senior Fire Control Officer
Bushfires NT’s new Senior Fire
Control Officer, Joshua Fischer, loves
his new town, Alice Springs. “I’ve been
in the Territory for two years now, a
year and a half in Darwin and now six
months in Alice, and I am really
enjoying the interesting and unique
lifestyle. I am from Horsham in
Western Victoria where my family
run a broadacre farming operation,
and the Territory is a real change, but
the things that impress me most are
the landscapes, the biodiversity and
Josh Fischer, Bushfires NT

the resilience of the industries like
the pastoral industry and tourism, and the entrepreneurs who run them”.
Joshua also has a love for AFL, and has joined the Westies in Alice. “My family was heavily involved
in our footy club back home for generations; I guess footy is in my blood. I have been away a fair bit
this year, so don’t get a kick as often as I would like, and probably need some more match fitness,
but I have really enjoyed playing in Alice”.
Joshua and his team are gearing up for the fire season as the weather warms up. “It’s looking like a
normal fire season this year. The climate outlook from the Bureau of Meteorology for the next few
months indicates a neutral El Nino / La Nina, and a negative Indian Ocean dipole, meaning above
average rainfall in both northern and southern regions over the spring period. A lot of rain will
change the fuel load, and we will assess what this means for the fire season as it happens. Big rains
over summer may mean increased risks next year. In some areas this year there are isolated spots of
greater than normal grass growth, and some areas, like the Simpson, has below normal growth. It’s
something we need to keep a close eye on, to assess the risks and work out where our efforts should
be targeted”.
For pastoralists, Joshua recommends that this is a good time of year to install and maintain
firebreaks, and reduce fuel loads either by controlled burns or stocking with cattle to reduce grass.
“If pastoralists need advice on how to set up their fire management systems, our experienced staff—
Dorsey Debney, Lachlan Fife and Jonathan Diment—can assist you. We try to get around every
station every year for a visit. Sometimes we don’t get to them all, with people away or whatever, but
we are always keen to make sure we keep in close communication with the station owners, who
manage fire on a huge amount of country. Stations should also have operational fire units ready to
go in case of wildfire”.
The Northern Territory Government, through Bushfires NT, operates a subsidy scheme to help land
managers buy the equipment they need to manage fire. “We have a system where we can offset the
cost for new equipment for land managers. Forms need to be filled in, of course, but our Regional
Fire Control Officers can help. If people want to call us at our office in Elder Street, we can get them
started. Our number is 8952 3066”.
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International irrigation conference in Melbourne has lessons for
Central Australian irrigators
Glen Oliver, Horticultural Technical Officer, Callen Thompson, Agronomist and Stuart Smith,
Manager of the Central Australian Horticultural Development Project, attended the Irrigation
Australia International Conference and Exhibition from the 24-26 May in Melbourne. There were a
fascinating array of speakers and trade exhibitors. Some of the highlights from the speakers that
have lessons for Central Australian growers include:
Graeme Hawke from the Bureau of Meteorology spoke about the way the amount of data available
to them has increased phenomenally over the last couple of years and this trend will continue. The
Japanese have a geostationary satellite that monitors their longitude which includes Australia. This
satellite collects huge amounts of data, and, luckily for Australia, they share the data for free. The
computing power now available to handle the data has gone up to 1600 teraflops, leading to better
modelling and predictions, which Graeme suggests contributes $1 billion to agribusiness through
better seasonal forecasting.
James Hills from Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture has found that on dairy farms in Tasmania, the
irrigation cost per megalitre applied varied by a factor of five from lowest to highest. The biggest
problems were irrigation design errors (wrong pump not matching pipe diameters etc.) Chris
Thompson, a consultant from Tasmania, estimated that centre pivots in that state (there are about
2000) work at about 60% efficiency, and the 40% difference is mostly runoff. Getting the infiltration
rate matching the application rate of the sprinklers and correcting drainage issues at the start is the
key to improving efficiency according to Chris, but designers were not doing much of this type of
work. This was a handy reminder for growers to check and optimise their system designs.
For an environment similar to Central Australia, Tony Wheeler, Managing Director of
Envirogrower, told his story of working in the United Arab Emirates to green the desert for a
wildlife project to restore the habitat of a native bustard (bush turkey). They were operating in 50+
degree conditions to attempt to grow desert plants using plastic tube with nano-holes, that, under
pressure (0.2-0.5 bar), exuded water into the sand. Because the holes were so small (50-900 nm) it
was claimed that they did not block with sand, because the sand was so much bigger than the hole.
The soils they were working with were white sands like you see on Laurence of Arabia-type movies
with minimal water holding capacity. All the water was from wells. The tube delivered 2-4L/m/day,
and up to 6-7L/m/day at higher pressure. It ran 24 hours a day and was successful in getting plants
growing in the desert. The bustards, which were bred in captivity, were returned to the desert much
to the delight of the Arabs. The tube cost 75 cents/metre wholesale, and came in 500m rolls. This
type of system might work in Central Australia using high calcium water because it operates 24
hours a day, so the water is always moving out of the tube.
Phillip Glyde, the new CEO of the Murray Darling Basin Authority, spoke about his job to implement
the Murray Darling Basin Plan. This is a tough job, as no one amongst the stakeholders is 100%
happy with it. The area has 23 river valleys, 80% in the Murray and 20% in the Darling. It is 14% of
Australia’s land mass and contains two million people, with an extra million in Adelaide relying on
the water. It comprises 40 Indigenous nations and four states and one territory. Between 35 and
40% of Australia’s gross value of agricultural production comes from the area, 65% of this from
irrigated farms. It has 30,000 wetlands and 16 Ramsar sites (wetlands protected under the Ramsar
Convention).
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The problems in the basin are over-allocation, acidification, salinity and algal blooms. Different
jurisdictions have been fighting over water in the basin for over 100 years. Their target is to recover
2750 GL for the environment. 1951 GL has been recovered so far, and 1163 GL was purchased.
Supply measures saved 650 GL and efficiency measures, 450 GL. There are more agricultural
enterprises going in, almonds in particular. They are doing some environmental watering as well, a
new phenomenon. Overall the plan is adaptive and they are meeting milestones in Australia’s
largest food bowl.
Richard McLaughlin gave an update on Commonwealth initiatives in water—from northern
Australia to the Murray Darling Basin and beyond. The Commonwealth has allocated $59 million
for irrigation planning, $450m for priority projects and $200m for northern Australia.
From the $59m for planning, $39.5 million is going to northern Australia, and $15 million for CSIRO
soil and land capability studies in Darwin, Fitzroy and Mitchell areas. $5 million is going to Ord
Stage 3 on the NT side of the border. $170m is going to Northern Australia capital projects. They
also have a huge loans facility—$2 billion over ten years for state and territory governments. $5
billion is for the northern Australia infrastructure facility. The on-farm irrigation efficiency program
is $626m for on-farm irrigation infrastructure. In summary, they are spending a heap on irrigated
agriculture in Australia to develop the north and make southern Australia more efficient.
Richard Stirzaker from CSIRO gave an excellent overview of soil water monitoring. The title of his
talk was “What are we getting wrong?” Richard has been working all his life on soil moisture
monitoring with the aim of making it both useful and affordable for growers. He told the story of the
census results for soil moisture monitoring over the past decade or so. About 6,000 irrigators used
soil moisture probes in 2003. From 2009-2014, use of probes dropped from 6,000 to 2,000.
Farmers have been abandoning them, and most use calendar scheduling, possibly because of the
complexity of data that commercially
available probes generate. Richard
now manufactures probes that have a
traffic light system that shows a
farmer the moisture level at three
depths, green for wet and red for dry.
This has been used successfully both
in Africa and Australia, and is proving
popular with growers.

Finally, Glen and Stuart went to the
Werribee wastewater treatment
plant on Thursday for a study tour.
This plant started in the 1880s when Glen with his new toy
Melbourne relied on throwing night
buckets into the Yarra River. This gave Melbourne the nickname ‘Smellbourne’ and was not great
for prevention of cholera and typhoid, as people were still drinking out of the river. So a British and
Australian engineer came up with a plan to move sewerage from Melbourne to Werribee, which is
about 16m lower in elevation than the city. Back then the waste was simply piped out and onto the
extensive farmland there, where is dried out and any diseases were chewed up by soil microbes.
There used to be a town there. It was finally abandoned in the 1970s, but the buildings still remain
and are used for film sets.
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Currently, the technology for treating
waste is better. Sixty percent of
Melbourne’s waste flows downhill
until it gets to Hoppers Crossing
where they smash it up and apply a bit
more pressure so it makes it to
Werribee. The smelly gas associated
with the waste is piped off to generate
power, so the open channel carrying
the waste has little smell. It flows
down the channel to a deep (8 m)
anaerobic pond (it was covered with a
white tarp) where the microbes start
chewing through the waste. The gas
generated from this pond also goes to
Channel that carries the raw waste to the ponds
the power plant. The water then goes
to some shallow ponds (2 m) where the UV Light works on the microbes and solids settle out. After
this is goes to an aeration pond which has pumps that spray the water through the air, in the
presence of bacteria that convert Nitrate and Nitrite to Nitrogen gas. After this, most of the water
enters Port Phillip Bay, which is very close. As the water goes through the treatments the bird life
increases and birdwatchers pay to have access to the area. This is similar to Alice Springs, where our
Ilparpa treatment facility has a plethora of bird activity.
Some recycled water goes back for gardens, toilet flushing and farmlands. It costs about $350 per
ML for the end user. It is wholesaled by the water authority and retailed by another water body. A
contractor grows crops on site. After 100 years or so of night soil going into the ground, many of the
crops (e.g. corn) looked quite vigorous. In Alice Springs, some recycled water is used for irrigation
and other use. We do not have a big bay to dispose of the water, so a proportion is being stored in an
aquifer at AZRI for later use, an innovation that is the only one in Australia, and very rare on a global
scale.
Growers interested in the conference outcomes should contact Stuart Smith at the Arid Zone
Research Institute for further information on 0400 547 613.

Not found at the Werribee wastewater
treatment plant!
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Ian McLean
Director, Bush Agribusiness
mobile 0401118 191
ian(at)babusiness.com.au
www.babusiness.com.au

This paper was presented at MLA’s
BeefUp Days, Tennant Creek and
Alice Springs 2016. Reproduced
with thanks to MLA.

Ian works with pastoral businesses across northern Australia and is passionate about better
understanding and improving pastoral business performance. He spent eight years in the Northern
Territory, working for the NT Department of Primary Industry and the NT Cattlemen's Association.
Since leaving the NT, Ian has established Bush AgriBusiness Pty Ltd and completed a Master of
Business Administration degree. Ian was lead author of the Northern Beef Report and leads the
delivery of the Business EDGE workshop across northern Australia.

Making the most of the current situation and positioning for the
future.
It is an exciting time to be in the beef industry with high prices, increasing demand for our quality
product and a positive climatic outlook. What does this mean going forward for beef producers?
What should producers do to capitalise on the current situation, and best position their business for
future performance?
One way to answer this is to look first at what the existing fundamentals of beef business
performance are, and whether they have changed. In my opinion, the existing principles are as
follows:
The lowest cost producers are the most profitable (i.e. those with the lowest cost of production per
kg LW, not necessarily those with the lowest overall cost structure).
Price received is not a profit driver (as it is not within the control of producers and a higher price
received does not always correspond with an improved bottom line).
The top performing beef businesses have more productive herds and a more effective cost base,
which combine to give them a low cost of production.
While we are in a high point of the price cycle, which benefits all, there is nothing to indicate that
the above fundamentals do not, and will not, continue to apply for the beef industry. The current
situation does, however, present an opportunity for businesses to invest in themselves in areas
which will improve their long term performance.
The following are suggested strategies to improve the performance of your business, and the
bottom line return to owners, through the full cycle of prices and seasons;

1. Reduce debt
The first area of reinvestment to be considered is reducing debt, doing so will improve the bottom
line of most beef businesses. Reducing debt provides a guaranteed return of your cost of finance,
which should therefore be the minimum required return for any alternative investments in the
business.
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2. Know your long term carrying capacity and land condition
For businesses operating in the extensive rangelands, this is essential information. Exceeding your
long term carrying capacity for extended periods erodes land condition and the ability of your
station to convert rainfall into pasture.

3. Know your herd numbers and grazing load
Getting an accurate handle on herd numbers under extensive conditions is inherently difficult, but
also critical to the business. Knowing your herd numbers is not just knowing the herd numbers (in
total and by class), it is being able to reconcile the herd year to year (i.e. opening + purchases +
natural increase - sales – deaths = closing) and knowing your total grazing load, in adult equivalents.

4. Match your grazing load to your carrying capacity, in the short and long
term
This can perhaps be best summarised as 'run as many as you can, but no more than you should' and
is a fundamental prerequisite to operating a business that is sustainable in the long term in the
extensive rangelands. This is more important that any grazing system or herd management system
and requires a good knowledge of your (long and short term) carrying capacity and grazing load, as
detailed in points 1 and 2, above.

5. Focus on herd productivity
Herd productivity is the key driver of income for a beef business. The primary drivers of herd
productivity are:




reproductive rate, a 1% increase will increase productivity by 1.5kg beef/AE
mortality rate, a 1% decrease will increase productivity by 2.3kg beef/AE
sale weight, a 10kg increase will increase productivity by 1.8kg beef/AE

Small changes in each of the above drivers have a significant effect on the productivity of your beef
business. Knowing your current performance is critical in order to determine your current
performance, hence number 2 above. Many producers are not aware that they have a problem in
this area, due to not having accurate, reconciled herd numbers.
The socially acceptable figures for reproductive rate and mortality rate that are quoted across the
north are usually around 75-85% and 2-3% respectively. However, often, the reality is quite
different from this. For example the breeder cow mortality project found that female mortality for
the Alice Springs region was over 10% and nearly 4% for the Barkly. The Northern Beef Report
found reproductive rate was 65% for Alice Springs region.

6. Optimise herd expenditure
Herd expenditure is the money spent directly on the herd, such as animal health, mustering and
contracting, fodder, selling costs, supplements etc. Better performing business generally spend less
on their herd in these areas, but have higher productivity. This indicates that they spend their
money better, ensuring they get more than a dollar back for every dollar of discretionary
expenditure.
Determining the optimum spend is station, region and production system dependent, but is a
critical component of improving long term performance.
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7. Improve labour efficiency
Labour has tentacles which go right through the structure of a pastoral business. Over 50% of the
cost structure of a business is usually influenced by labour, that is administration, depreciation, fuel,
insurance, motor vehicle expenses and repairs and maintenance all increase as labour increases, not
just wages. This is why improving labour efficiency (measured as number of Adult Equivalents
managed by each Full Time Equivalent of labour used by the business) is the most effective way to
lower the overhead cost structure of a pastoral business.
Pursuing high value markets is not included in the above. There are opportunities with regard to
markets that may benefit some producers (i.e. MSA, PCAS, Organic, EU) however they should be
viewed as icing on the cake rather than a silver bullet by producers. By that I mean that if you are an
efficient low-cost producer, then there may be further benefits from a strategy of pursuing
targeting a premium market, but if you targeting a premium market without addressing the above, it
is unlikely to pay off.
Implementing the strategies above will result in more productive herds and a more effective cost
base, which will lower your cost of production and increase your profits through the full range of
price and seasonal cycles that the industry will face. Whatever the level of the market, it will be the
lowest cost producers that are making the most money.

NT Waybills – Pink Copies
Have you sent your PINK copies in to your Regional Livestock Biosecurity Officer Recently?
It is a mandatory requirement for cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats, camelids (including camels, alpacas
and llamas), deer and pig owners to complete a waybill whenever stock are moved outside the
boundaries of a property.
Pink copies must be sent within 28 days
It is an offence under the Livestock Regulations not to complete a waybill correctly and may incur a
penalty for not submitting the Waybill pink copies to the Registrar in 28 days after completion.
NT PICs – use the NT PIC Search database - http://pic.primaryindustry.nt.gov.au/
National PIC Registers using your NLIS account-https://www.nlis.com.au/ Search the PIC register
NOTE: Post PINK copies within 28 days to Regional Livestock Biosecurity Officer
Darwin Region
Rob Wait (A/RLBO)
Animal Biosecurity, DPIF
GPO Box 3000
Darwin NT 0801

Katherine Region
Josh Haigh (RLBO)
Animal Biosecurity, DPIF
PO Box 1346
Katherine NT 0851

Tennant Creek Region
Tom Haines (PLBO)
Animal Biosecurity, DPIF
PO Box 159
Tennant Creek NT 0861

Alice Springs Region
Greg Crawford (RLBO)
Animal Biosecurity, DPIF
PO Box 8760
Alice Springs NT 0871
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Teamwork brings Alice Springs Show success
DPIF and DLRM teamed up again for another
successful 2016 Alice Springs Show.
Highlights of the show this year included the
Darwin DPIF crew bringing the warm weather
with them to make the days glorious.

The Xbox competition and the children’s
fishing competition sponsored by DLRM were
an enormous drawcard.
Thank you to everyone at DPIF and at DLRM
for making this year’s show a success

The guess the weight of the steer competition
was won by a very happy camper (with the
help of his dad) winning a Desert Dwellers
voucher.
DPIF farm staff organised highly successful NT
DPIF droughtmaster-based cattle for the
show. Ribbons were flowing again—well done
to staff from AZRI and Old Man Plains
Research Station.
For the cowpat lotto, there was a need for
measuring the amount of the cowpat in each
square due to a ‘liner drop’ from AZRI’s
droughtmaster heifers.
Again the Yellow Brick Road Show Trail
offered giveaways and attracted lots of
children and parents to our stand. Children
were also excited to play in the sandpit and
colour-in, while parents
enjoyed a refreshment and a rest from the
bustle of the show rides.

One of these characters is George the Farmer, the
other is OMP Research Station Manager, Bryan Gill

Attendance at the 10th International Rangeland Congress
The 10th International Rangeland Congress was held in Saskatoon, Canada from 17-23 July 2016. Central
Australia is predominantly made up of rangelands and 75% of Australia is classified as rangelands.
The IRC was attended by 500 delegates from 48 countries and more than 400 papers were delivered. The
Australian Delegation was the second largest outside of Canada with approximately 35 representatives from
CSIRO, universities, government departments, consultants, natural resource management (NRM) groups,
non-government organisations and producers. With the main theme of the conference being ‘The Future
Management of Grazing and Wild Lands in a High-Tech World’ there was much focus on new technology.
In a plenary session dealing with grazing land assessment and management Dr Ed Charmley, CSIRO,
presented a global overview with reference to the impact of communication technologies on pastoral
societies. He also made reference to the Digital Homestead Project in Queensland and the Precision Pastoral
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Management Tools (PPMT) Project based in Alice Springs, one of the stand-out innovations presented at the
conference.
The state of rangeland resources and their use and competitiveness in the global market place was discussed;
with the impact of mining (not only on the resources but also on the labour force), a major point of interest.
Case studies from China, Australia, and Mongolia were presented, but a stand-out presentation came from
the United States on improving cattle grazing distribution through genetic selection. With DNA testing and
gene marking becoming more affordable ($30 a sample), this technology opens new application for some of
the genetics work in which the Northern Territory is involved with Australian universities. New empirical data
was also provided on the relationship between cow size and the overall efficiency in different production
systems. This is of particular relevance to Central Australia with its climatic challenges, extreme
temperatures, low carrying capacity and relatively small margins-for-profit.

PPMT Project team at the IRC. (L-R) Roy Chisholm (Napperby Station), Houston (Qld DAF), Sally Leigo (DPIR),
Pieter Conradie (DPIR), David Phelps (Qld DAF), Tim Driver and Ms Amy McArdle (Precision Pastoral Pty Ltd).

The session ‘People of the Rangelands’ started with two global perspectives on the uptake of technology in
the developing world versus the developed world. A quantum leap has occurred with communication,
especially with the introduction of mobile and smart phones. In Kenya for instance, approximately 78% of the
population with a large rural component are connected and receive information through this media. The
Australian Outback is at a definite disadvantage at present with regards to connectivity.
The importance of involving all the people on the land is paramount to any successful management
intervention and a big challenge is to integrate the scientific data with the traditional knowledge, experiences
and belief systems of people that do not necessarily rely on modern education in decision making. In
Saskatoon the extension service network is well developed with specialised extension officers for forage,
animal science and agronomy in ten regional and district hubs. Research and development initiatives normally
have a strong social economic base provided by experienced agricultural scientists in the system. Producer
organisations provide input through bodies similar to our industry advisory committees.
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Powerful presentations on global climate change patterns using soil core data from Western Rangelands
Lakes going back 9,000 years and correlated with tree ring patterns, confirms climate variability over 30-year
cycles. Innovative research is being conducted to look at the effect of climate change on grasses and crop
species and adapted species are being bred, with cases studies on how graziers in different parts of the world
are already being affected by climate change. With new technology such as drones and collars for livestock;
and GPS and other data collection features becoming more readily available, new opportunities arise to
prepare for the eventual changes in temperature and precipitation..
Studies on fire behaviour and management, soil carbon sequestration, satellite imagery, grazing systems in
commercial and communal areas, inclusion of forage legumes in grazing systems, NRM, invasive plant and
animal species and numerous related topics were presented. The proceedings of the IRC (with all
presentations) will be shared with relevant people through the AZRI Library.
During a pre-conference tour a fourth generation pastoral enterprise was visited, where a family prosper
through farming with a cow/calf enterprise of 350 head, which, according to the state agricultural economist,
is considered a viable unit for a cattle-only enterprise. Even though weaning percentages of 90 to 95 are
possible in this relatively intensive
system, the over-wintering costs in an
area that snows over for five months
annually is considerable. This leads to an
interesting comparison between
efficiency of production systems and the
role of subsidisation. A much larger
cow/calf operation is considered an
economic unit in the Alice Springs region.
Roy Chisholm, Pieter Conradie, Tony Palmer
(President Grassland Society of Southern Africa)
and David Phelps (President Australian
Rangeland Society) at the end of day two of the
conference

Take home message:


active producer involvement, collaboration with universities and service providers, in planning and
conducting research encourages ownership and subsequent adoption of technology



dedicated research officers and agricultural economists are essential to provide effective support to
the pastoral industry



huge progress has been made in the technology space and this technology must be harnessed to
remain relevant in a competitive research environment



research facilities where long-term collaborative research can be undertaken are extremely valuable
assets.
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More cacti have now been declared weeds: what you need to know
Some species of Opuntia, Cylindropuntia and Austrocylindropuntia are now declared weeds under the Weeds
Management Act.

What are the declaration classifications?
Prickly pears (Opuntia species) and their relatives (Cylindropuntia species and Austrocylindropuntia species),
which are collectively known as opuntioid cacti, are very serious weeds of grazing lands and conservation
areas. They are now declared to be Class A weeds (to be eradicated) throughout the NT, and Class C weeds
(not to be introduced to the NT).
Previously only the prickly pears (Opuntia spp.) were declared as Class B (growth and spread to be controlled)
weeds, only south of the town of Elliott. Some of these cacti are grown in urban and rural gardens as
ornamental plants or for fruit. The new declaration requires all existing plantations to be destroyed.

Why are more cacti being declared?
Why are opuntioid cacti being declared as Class A weeds (to be eradicated) and Class C weeds (not to be
introduced).
Opuntioid cacti are highly invasive and can take over vast areas of grazing and conservation land. They cause
heavy losses to the pastoral industry, great environmental damage, and severe injury, pain and suffering to
stock and native animals.
In the NT opuntioid cacti are still in the early stage of invasion and most infestations are still relatively small.
This means that there is a high feasibility of control and eradication with appropriate effort.

How do I know if I have one of the new declared cacti species at my place?
Weed Management Officers will be working with landholders in areas currently affected by cacti to increase
awareness for early detection and control, and also to help identify these newly declared species in urban
gardens.
Many ornamental cacti are not affected by the new declaration. Identification and management material will
be made available on Department of Land Resource Management website (www.lrm.nt.gov.au), including the
Field Identification Guide for opuntioid cacti. Staff of the Management Branch or NT Herbarium, both within
the Department of Land Resource Management, can assist with identification advice for more difficult
species.

Need more information?
Call the Weed Management Branch
Alice Springs: 08 8951 9210 Email: weedinfo@nt.gov.au
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AZRI: a great place to get an education
The Northern Territory is experiencing a shortage of young people with good agricultural and rural skills. The
Pastoral Futures Program was developed through a partnership between the Department of Education,
Indigenous Land Council, NTCA, CLC, NLC and DPIR to address this shortage. One of the initiatives of the
Pastoral Futures Program is the delivery of a Certificate I in Agrifood Operations and Certificate II in Rural
Operations at the AZRI horticultural block.
Every school term, busloads of 15-18 year olds from Yirara and Centralian Colleges come to AZRI, where
there is a classroom and a working farm for them to learn farming skills.
Danielle Brown, Course Coordinator from the Department of Education, has a passion for all things rural,
having grown up in the rural area around Darwin and is a graduate of the rural course at Taminmin College at
Humpty Doo. “I really love seeing these young people develop. I have a background with livestock and horses,
so we do a fair bit of work around
saddlery and stock work, but it’s also
good to work with the horticulture
team at AZRI to give the kids exposure
to different aspects of farm life. What
we are really teaching them is life skills,
like how to behave in a work
environment. I enjoyed hands-on
activities when I was at school, it was
the best way to learn, and so I try and
take the same approach with these
young students”.
AZRI has a working horticultural block
growing grapes, figs, dates, olives, bush
tomatoes, asparagus, lucerne and
garlic. Senior Technical Officer for
DPIR, Glen Oliver, involves the
students in the day-to-day operation of Bevan Campbell, Silvagni Downs, Junior Reiff, Steven McMahon (Student support),
the farm. “We get them pruning, fixing Alvino Anderson, Norman Raggett, Ali Albutu (Student support), Alex Shannon,
Sergio Downs, Danielle Brown (Trainer), Taciano Elkedra, Jeremiah Limerick,
irrigation, brush cutting, fertilising
Lazarus Hall, Derek Thompson and Randall Norris.
crops, and basically anything that has
to be done at the time. We set them up
with all the equipment and make sure they can operate safely, and away they go. They enjoy the practical
experience. I’ve noticed a few of the young people who have studied at AZRI, in paid employment”.
Students aged 15–18 years who want to get involved in the course should contact their school, as they must
be enrolled at school as a prerequisite to the course.
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Some useful DPIR Contacts
Regional Manager, Market and
Enterprise Development

Pieter Conradie

89518101

Manager, Old Man Plains
Research Station

Bryan Gill

89518127

Manager, AZRI Farm

Deb Roberts

89518120

Livestock Industry Development
Officer

Chris Materne
Jocelyn Coventry

89518135
89518142

Regional Veterinary Officer

Peter Saville

89518181

Manager, Central Australian
Horticulture Development Project

Stuart Smith

89518168

Manager, Water Microbiology Lab

Cinzina Rovida

89518110

Regional Executive Officer

Susan Turner

89518102
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